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CHAPTER 14

WHY CONVENTIONAL ECONOMIC LOGIC WON’T PROTECT BIODIVERSITY

William E. Rees

FRAMING THE ANALYSIS

Conserving biodiversity is one of the central planks in
most policy platforms for achieving ecological
sustainability. Remarkably, however, techno-industrial
society remains somewhat perplexed about both the rele-
vant core concepts – just what do we mean by
“sustainability” and precisely where does so-called “biodi-
versity” fit in? This paper mostly addresses the second
question: just why and how should society act to preserve
the diversity of life on Earth? Because economic (mone-
tary) valuation is often held up as essential for conserva-
tion, my main focus is on the actual and potential role of
economic reasoning in biodiversity conservation.  In the
course of the analysis, we may also move closer to discov-
ering the meaning of sustainability. 

Types of Biodiversity

Biodiversity is a complex and somewhat abstract concept.
In general it refers to the range of organic variability
found among living organisms in all the habitats and
ecosystems on Earth.1 But to urge the preservation of the
great variety of living things is not particularly helpful as
a policy direction. For one thing, even assuming biodiver-
sity is central to sustainability, we cannot preserve it all.
We therefore need to know what kind of biodiversity, and
in what quantity is it needed to “sustain” the global sys-
tem (including the human enterprise). Most critically, we
need to have explicit decision criteria by which to make
critical choices among a variety of incompatible values
that compete with biodiversity. 

I begin, then, by recognizing that “biodiversity” can be
subdivided into at least four tightly linked organizational
levels:2

• Genetic diversity refers to within-species varia-
tion, to the nuanced information encoded in the
DNA and chromosomes – in the genotypes – of
individual plants and animals. This genetic
information finds expression in the multiple
qualities of the individual, in its phenotypic
form and function;

• Species diversity refers to the total number of
species, to the variety of viable life-forms, but
even this simple measure presents a problem.
While it might be possible to identify all the
species making a significant contribution to the
structure and function of a particular ecosystem,
the aggregate number of species on Earth
remains unknown. Fewer than two million have
been described scientifically but estimates of the
total range up to 30 million.3 Only a few hun-
dred thousand have been assessed for economic
uses. 

• Ecosystems diversity applies to the structural
complexity of biotic communities, to the diver-
sity of relationships and systems-level emergent
properties that result from species interacting
with each other and with the non-living compo-
nents of their habitats. It is concerned with the
relationship between biotic diversity and com-
munity stability and the role of keystone species4



whose presence or absence may determine the
stability of the whole. This naturally leads to:

• Functional diversity, a measure of the capacity of
life-support ecosystems to absorb some level of
stress, or shock, without flipping from one sta-
bility domain to another (particularly one that
may not be as amenable to human existence, as
has often happened with fisheries collapses5).
This definition is closely related to Holling’s6

concept of “resilience,” the capacity of a system
to persist and retain its functional qualities after
a disturbance.

While the above classes of biodiversity are the most com-
mon foci for debate, Ehrlich and Daily7 also make a
strong case for consideration of “population diversity.”
Populations are geographic sub-groupings within species
that may be defined either ecologically or genetically. An
ecological or demographic population is an interbreeding
group of conspecific individuals that are sufficiently iso-
lated from other populations that changes in one group
does not necessarily induce changes in others. A genetic or
Mendelian population is a geographically delimited group
that “can evolve independently of other such units; i.e., its
evolutionary future is not primarily determined by flows
of genetic information from other populations.” Ehrlich
and Daily7 observe that “In many parts of the world the
extinction of populations, rather than of species, may be
the most important facet of the decay of biological diver-
sity. Therefore, consideration only of species extinctions
may greatly underestimate the rate of loss of organic
diversity as a whole”.

Why Care About Biodiversity?

Nothing momentous happened to the economy
when passenger pigeons went extinct nor will any-
thing momentous happen when/if western Atlantic
bluefin tuna are gone. Nothing economically
momentous resulted from the extinction of about
20 percent, or 2,000 species, of the world’s birds
over the past two millennia. As more and more bio-
diversity is lost, however, the rate of ecological
change will accelerate with unpredictable out-
come… there is little evidence that these changes
will be beneficial to human cultures.8

To many people, especially ecologists, it seems obvious
why we must care about biodiversity. Human beings
could not exist without biodiversity. We are utterly
dependent on other life-forms for food and various less
obvious life-support “goods and services.” Apart from
food, humans derive fibre for clothing, materials for con-
struction and buildings, chemicals for industry, and phar-
maceuticals for health, all from other species of plants and

animals. Intact forests and other ecosystems moderate
local weather patterns (and even the global climate), help
mitigate runoff and flooding, purify our water, and pro-
vide habitat for fish and wildlife species and therefore the
basis for recreational activities and regional economies.
Some bio-diverse places may have special heritage or cul-
tural values. And let’s not forget that the sheer aesthetic
magnificence of many natural ecosystems satisfies deep
spiritual needs in many people. All these direct and indi-
rect uses of living nature, each attributable in part to
species, ecosystem or functional diversity, fall in the
domain of what economists refer to as “use values”.9,10 In
addition, some people delight in simply knowing that a
particular ecosystem continues to flourish intact some-
where on earth even if they never intend to visit it. Its
mere existence feeds their souls.

The fact that people need ecosystems services, and use
other species to satisfy their own ends, represents “instru-
mental” and “utilitarian” reasons for biodiversity conser-
vation. From this strictly anthropocentric perspective,
other species and ecosystems exist exclusively to satisfy
human needs, wants and preferences. We should therefore
be concerned about global trends that threaten biodiver-
sity because they may ultimately result in significant eco-
nomic losses and spiritual bereavement. 

Alternative approaches to valuing biodiversity rest on
moral and ethical grounds. Other species simply have a
right to exist independent of how humans perceive them.
They have value unto themselves. Duty-based moral the-
ories therefore argue that humans have moral obligations
toward other living things and that this entails morally
correct actions.8 According to Ehrenfeld,11 “The very exis-
tence of diversity is its own warrant for survival”. Thus:
“If conservation is to succeed the public must come to
understand the inherent wrongness of the destruction of
biological diversity”. In sum, this view holds that humans
have a moral obligation not to countenance the wanton
destruction of biodiversity. 

Further in this vein, some authors have argued that
under idealized conditions, certain other species would
enjoy something approaching equivalent legal standing to
humans and therefore have near equivalent rights.12 In
these circumstances, rights are considered to be enforce-
able claims that cannot be altered without the consent of
affected parties. In the case of biodiversity loss, the affect-
ed parties (non-human species) have intrinsic worth,
value unto themselves that humans cannot arbitrarily take
away. Such a contractarian approach, assuming a kind of
“constitutional convention among all kinds of living
things,” may seem too “far-fetched” for the utilitarian
pragmatists in most of us. However, accepting the basic
principle would impose an obligation on humans to avoid
further biodiversity losses on grounds that it “would vio-
late the rights of the non-human biota under a just con-
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stitution”.9 Table 14–1 summarizes many of the ecological
functions and human values associated with biodiversity.

There Will Always be Some Loss of Biodiversity:
Assessing Value at the Margin

If humans could not exist without biodiversity, does this
not mean that the value of biodiversity is effectively infi-
nite? No doubt this is so, but only unambiguously so if we
are concerned about the totality of biodiversity.
Fortunately, that is not what is at issue; we are not facing
the simultaneous extinction of all non-human life on
Earth.

As noted at the outset, and forgetting the intrinsic val-
ues of other species for the moment, the most pressingly
pragmatic question for policy in this rapidly developing
world is how much biodiversity is enough to ensure the
sustainability of the human enterprise? How can we most
efficiently and effectively account for the marginal losses
– the collapse of a fish stock here, the destruction of an
ecosystem there – that seem invariably to accompany
human encroachments into nature? To put it in econom-
ic terms, we want to know at what point the costs associ-
ated with the next increment of development, including
the value of biodiversity sacrificed in the process, equal or
just exceed any expected benefits of that development. At
this stage in the overall development process, the net ben-
efits of economic growth (total benefits minus total costs)
will have reached a maximum. This is the point beyond
which we should not go. Any further economic
growth/development might produce additional dollar
income or jobs but these benefits will be more than erased
by associated costs, including biodiversity losses. In the
best of all possible worlds, rational people would not
destroy more value than they would gain in the develop-
ment process. Instead, having reached the point of opti-
mal economic scale, they would shift their focus from
growth and attempt to engineer a steady-state economy.13

This sounds simple enough – basic economic reasoning
seems to provide both an apparently rational framework
(benefit-cost analysis or BCA) and a clear decision criter-
ion by which we can “trade off ” biodiversity for other eco-
nomic benefits in the course of development. All we have
to do is add up the total dollar value of the expected loss-
es for each of the value cells in Table 14–1 and include
these in our overall decision framework. If the expected
costs exceed the expected gains, further development is
uneconomic and should not go forward. Problem solved:
nature gets her due and development is neatly balanced
with biodiversity.

Of course, nothing important to humans is ever quite
that simple. As we shall see, BCA is fraught with theoret-
ical and technical problems. Indeed, conflict occurs at the
most fundamental level. Many people object to the very
notion that biodiversity can or should be “traded off ”
against other values. As Montgomery and Pollack14

observe, 

Economists often exasperate environmentalists
when they view biodiversity as one desirable goal
among many, and insist that it must compete for
scarce public and private resources with other
goals… 

Many environmentalists and biologists feel instinctively
with Ehrenfeld11 that biodiversity ought to trump “other
goals” in the development process. 

On one central point however, resistance to the econo-
mists is futile. The simple fact is that the very existence of
humans necessarily compromises the welfare of various
other species. Indeed, the history of Homo sapiens is one
of escalating conflicts with biodiversity.15 People have
always had to make trade-offs between biodiversity and
other things they needed or wanted, and mostly they have
chosen the “other things”. 
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Use Values
Non-Use Values

Direct Values Indirect Values Option Value

Food production 
(including subsistence)

Raw materials

Genetic resources

Education

Recreational enjoyment

Aesthetic enjoyment

Flood control

Water purification

Nutrient recycling

Soil formation

Wildlife habitat

Air pollution mitigation

Climate modification

Future use potential Existence 
(it’s nice just to know 

it’s there)

Intrinsic value 
(species have value 
unto themselves)

Table 14–1. The Multiple Functions and Values of Biodiversity



I will detail the economist’s approach to making ration-
al choices later. First let’s explore the biophysical realities
that make deadly conflict between humans and other
species inevitable. This is the context that forces us to
make economically and ecologically uncomfortable
choices.

BIODIVERSITY LOSS: AN INEVITABLE
“EMERGENT PROPERTY” OF
HUMANKIND-ECOSYSTEM INTERACTION

For every area of the world that paleontol-
ogists have studied and that humans first
reached within the last fifty thousand
years, human arrival approximately coincid-
ed with massive prehistoric extinctions.16

Throughout the history of “modern” humans, whenever
people first came to occupy a particular habitat they pro-
duced significant effects on the structure and functioning
of local ecosystems. I have therefore previously described17

H. sapiens as an archetypal “patch disturbance species”.
Human patch disturbance is the inevitable consequence
of two simple biological realities: first, human beings are
large animals with correspondingly large individual ener-
gy and material requirements; and second, humans are
social beings who universally live in extended groups.
The invasion by significant numbers of people of any pre-
viously “stable” ecosystem will therefore necessarily pro-
duce changes in established energy and material
pathways. There will be a reallocation of resources among
species in the system to the benefit of some and the detri-
ment of others. To this extent at least, even pre-agricul-
tural hunter-gatherers affected the biodiversity of their
world. In North America, South America, and Australia,
about 72, 80, and 86 percent respectively of large mam-
mal genera became extinct after human arrival15. Pimm et
al.18 estimate “that with only Stone Age technology, the
Polynesians exterminated >2000 bird species, some ~15%
of the world total”. 

Agriculture, which involves the permanent degradation
of entire landscapes increased the impact by orders of
magnitude.19

To understand better how this historic trend is coming
to savage biodiversity in modern industrial times, I draw
on recent developments in physics and biology, particu-
larly far-from-equilibrium-thermodynamics as applied to
self-organizing holarchic open (SOHO) systems.20

SOHO Thermodynamics

The starting point for this interpretation is the second law
of thermodynamics. In its simplest form, the second law
states that any spontaneous change in an isolated system
(one that can exchange neither energy nor matter with its

environment) produces an increase in entropy. In simpler
terms, this means that when a change occurs in an isolat-
ed complex system it becomes less structured, more disor-
dered, and there is less potential for further activity. In
short, isolated systems always tend toward a state of max-
imum entropy, a state in which nothing further can
happen. 

Now, imagine a homogenized, totally disordered world
in which everything is evenly dispersed – there are no dis-
tinguishable forms or structures, no gradients of energy or
matter. In effect, no finite point in the ecosphere would
be distinguishable from any other. For purposes of this
discussion I will take this hypothetical randomized distri-
bution of all naturally occurring elements and stable com-
pounds to represent a state of maximum local entropy.
This is also, by definition, a state of local thermodynam-
ic equilibrium. This is the state toward which the ecos-
phere would spontaneously descend over time in the
absence of sunlight and life. (The tendency toward
increasing entropy can be likened to a relentless form of
biophysical gravity.) 

Of course, the real world could hardly be different
from this randomized primordial soup. The ecosphere is a
highly ordered system of mind-boggling complexity, of
many-layered structure and steep gradients represented by
accumulated energy and differentiated matter. In the
course of several billion years, the trend in the ecosphere
has been one of increasing order and complexity (even
after allowing for occasional catastrophic setbacks). In
general, the number of species has climbed from zero to
many millions; these highly differentiated life-forms
became distributed among hundreds of different ecosys-
tems with multiple trophic levels as organisms adapted to
the many physical environments on Earth and co-evolved
in response to each other. In short, over geological time,
biodiversity at all levels of organization has tended to
increase.21 The ecosphere has clearly been moving ever
further from thermodynamic equilibrium. So fundamen-
tal is this process that, according to Prigogine22 “distance
from equilibrium becomes an essential parameter in
describing nature, much like temperature [is] in [stan-
dard] equilibrium thermodynamics”.

How is it that the ecosphere can apparently exist and
evolve ever greater complexity in the face of the second
law? The key is in recognizing that all living systems, from
cellular organelles through individual organisms to entire
ecosystems are complex, dynamic, open systems that can
exchange energy and matter with their host “environ-
ments.”  As Erwin Schrödinger23 observed, organisms are
able to maintain themselves and grow “…by eating,
drinking, breathing and (in the case of plants) assimilat-
ing...” Schrödinger recognized that, like any isolated sys-
tem, a living organism tends continually to “produce[s]
positive entropy – and thus tends to approach the danger-
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ous state of maximum entropy, which is of death. It can
only keep aloof from it, i.e. alive, by continually drawing
from its environment negative entropy…” (“negative
entropy” – also called “negentropy” or “essergy” – is free
energy available for work). 

Let’s now put this in the context of self-organizing hol-
archic open (SOHO) systems theory. In the past few
decades, systems scientists have come to recognize that
complex self-producing systems exist in loose nested hier-
archies, each component system or “holon” being con-
tained by the next level up and itself comprising a chain
of linked sub-systems at lower levels.24 Each sub-system in
the hierarchy maintains itself and grows by “importing”
available energy and material (negentropy or essergy)
from its host “environment” and processes it internally to
generate a more highly organized state. It also exports the
resultant degraded energy and material wastes (entropy)
back into its host.25 In short, living systems, as far-from-
equilibrium-systems, maintain their local level of organi-
zation at the expense of increasing global entropy,
particularly the entropy of their immediate host system.
Because all such self-organizing systems survive by contin-
uously degrading and dissipating available energy and
matter they are called “dissipative structures”.22

It follows from SOHO systems structure that the
integrity and internal diversity of the entire systems com-
plex can be maintained only if the highest level in the
hierarchy is resilient and productive enough to support
the development and maintenance of all lower level
holons and capable of assimilating or dissipating their
aggregate entropy production. The highest order dissipa-
tive structure on Earth is the ecosphere itself. The ecos-
phere comprises all the biomes and ecosystems on the
planet and maintains itself in a far-from-equilibrium
quasi steady-state by assimilating light energy from the
sun (the next level up in the thermodynamic systems hier-
archy).  In effect, using photosynthesis and evapotranspi-
ration, the ecosphere feeds on solar energy to develop and
to support all lower order holons – species, populations,
individuals, etc. – in the holarchy.

The Ascendancy of the Ecosphere

The fundamental hypothesis of far-from-equilibrium
thermodynamics is that life has evolved as a dissipative
process in response to the existence of steep gradients of
available energy. Certainly, the existence of essergy gradients
is a prerequisite for life. The theory predicts that whole
ecosystems should “organize themselves, in accordance
with the second law, to increase the degradation of the
[essergy] in incoming energy.” A corollary is that “materi-
al flow cycles will tend to be closed... to ensure a contin-
ued supply of material for the energy-degrading
processes”.25

Over time, therefore, we would expect greater species
diversification, more extreme niche specialization, ever
more complex structure, and increasingly efficient use of
systems resources due to competition and autocatalytic
processes, particularly in climatically stable environments.
Ulanowicz26 describes this entire process as the “ascenden-
cy” [sic] of living systems. His work shows that in the
absence of overwhelming external disturbances, the ascen-
dancy – distance from equilibrium – of an ecosystem will
exhibit a natural tendency to increase.

Empirical evidence of ecosystem ascendancy is avail-
able in the form of infrared scanner surface temperature
experiments involving over-flights of terrestrial ecosys-
tems in Oregon. Luvall and Holbo27 show that surface
radiation varies with ecosystem maturity and type. The
warmest temperatures were recorded over a rock quarry
and a clear-cut; cooler temperatures prevailed above a
25 year-old naturally re-growing forest and a plantation
of similar age.  The coldest site (26 °K cooler than the
clear-cut) was a 400 year-old natural douglas fir old
growth forest with a three-tiered canopy.  The overall
trend reveals that the more developed and diverse the
ecosystem, the cooler its surface temperature and the
more degraded its re-radiated energy. The clear-cut and
quarry were found to have degraded 62%, and the old-
growth 90%, of the incoming solar radiation.

Satellite data on outgoing long-wave radiation from
the Earth’s surface suggest the same phenomenon at a
global scale.24 Deserts, which are biologically impover-
ished, emit 280 watts/m2 compared to less than 200
watts/m2 (29% less) by tropical rain forests.  The latter
are among the most structurally complex and species-rich
ecosystems on Earth. Other biomes fall between these
extremes. The low temperatures over the rain-forest are
due, in part, to the low temperature of the convective
cloud-cover forming over the cool, multi-layered forests
below. These low temperatures result from the fact that
most of the essergy dissipated by terrestrial ecosystems is
degraded into molecular motion, particularly that associ-
ated with the evapotranspiration of water.28 Apart from
illustrating the developmental direction of ecosystems,
these data suggest that the species, ecosystemic and func-
tional diversity of the ecosphere contribute significantly
to the thermodynamics of the global climate.

The Far-from-Equilibrium Thermodynamics of the
Human Enterprise

What does all this have to do with the human economy
and biodiversity conservation? SOHO theory suggests
that today’s rapidly accelerating biodiversity losses are a
grotesquely amplified version of the patch disturbance
activities of early humans. This is because the human
enterprise, like the ecosphere, is a self-organizing far-
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from-equilibrium dissipative structure but with a differ-
ence – the human system is also a wholly contained com-
ponent of the ecosphere. As ecological economist Herman
Daly29 has posited, the human economy is an open, grow-
ing dependent sub-system of a materially closed, non-
growing finite ecosphere, and this relationship clearly
contains the seeds of potential pathology. Just as the ecos-
phere feeds on the sun, the human enterprise grows and
maintains itself by feeding on the ecosphere. The econo-
my therefore has the potential to become dangerously
parasitic on the ecosphere.

I have already noted that the ecological integrity and
sustainability of the entire SOHO systems complex
depends on the capacity of the ecosphere to support the
entropic load that lower levels in the holarchy impose
upon it. Thus SOHO theory suggests that if the growth-
oriented human enterprise comes to demand more useful
energy/matter (essergy) than the ecosphere can produce,
or discharge more waste (entropy) than the ecosphere can
assimilate, then the ascendancy of the human enterprise
will necessarily be at the expense of the disordering and
potential collapse of the ecosphere (or at least of major
host ecosystems).

As noted, the bioproductive capacity of the ecosphere
is measured in terms of net primary production (or net
photosynthesis) by green plants. It is the accumulation of
available energy in plant biomass that provides the low-
entropy “fuel” for animal life. This implies that all pro-
duction by animals is secondary production derived from
the consumption and dissipation of the products of pri-
mary production by plants. Even most human economic
production is secondary production.  

Secondary production is fundamentally a consumptive
process. Vastly more energy and material first produced
by nature is dissipated by economic secondary production
than is contained in the product. This means that, beyond
a certain thermodynamic limit, the accumulation of eco-
nomic capital – the goal of neoliberal capitalist societies –
is necessarily at the expense of the “natural capital,” includ-
ing species and ecosystems. Moreover, the law of mass bal-
ance ensures that the entire economic throughput of
energy and matter – including the portion initially
embodied in useful products – is eventually degraded and
injected back into the ecosphere as waste. The SOHO
model of the economic process thus predicts the pattern
of escalating biodiversity losses, resource depletion and
pollution that is the stuff of daily headlines today.
Remember, in SOHO terms, the expanding human
enterprise is structurally positioned to consume and
degrade the ecosphere from the inside out.30

It is worth noting in passing that most of our econom-
ic think-tanks and statistical agencies monitor economic
activity using money as the metric. Problematically, many
of the material flows to and from nature, as well as the life

support services provided by ecosystems remain invisible
to monetary analyses. In these circumstances, market
prices are unreliable indicators of functionally critical
forms of ecological scarcity and can have only a limited
role in fostering sustainability. I return to this point in a
following section. 

What Makes Humans Unique?

It might be argued in our defence that the human ecolog-
ical niche is actually structurally little different from that
of any other large consumer organism. After all, many
other large social animals from beavers to elephants also
qualify as patch disturbers. This reassuring thought is only
superficially true. Humans have evolved certain unique
qualities that separate us ecologically from all other ani-
mals and help to explain the sustainability crisis. Again,
we can interpret the result in terms of SOHO theory and
far-from-equilibrium thermodynamics.

Ludwig Boltzmann, one of the fathers of thermody-
namic theory, was familiar with the concept of Darwinian
natural selection. Boltzmann31 recognized in 1886 that
the Darwinian “struggle for existence is a struggle for free
energy [essergy] available for work.” The reason is simple
– the availability of energy makes everything else possible.
Drawing on Boltzmann’s insight, Lotka32 later hypothe-
sized that “systems that prevail” (i.e., successful systems)
will be “those systems that evolve to maximize their use of
the energy [and material] resources available to them.” In
other words systems (species, ecosystems, etc.) that draw
on more resources and use them more efficiently, will
eventually competitively displace less effective and effi-
cient systems. This general idea is known today as the
“maximum power principle”.33

Understanding maximum power is central to
understanding the contemporary sustainability dilemma.
Simply put, H. sapiens has evolved unparalleled competi-
tive superiority in appropriating the energy flows and
material resources of the ecosphere.34 Most critical to our
success is our capacity for language, particularly written
language. This ability has enabled generation after gener-
ation of humans to pass on their cumulative knowledge.
For thousands of years, the expanding human enterprise
has been getting more effective and efficient at exploiting
the natural world. Human intelligence and technological
prowess have unleashed our species’ full expansionary
powers.

One result is the remarkable ascendancy of H. sapiens
relative to all competing species. This general process,
which began in earnest with agriculture and the emer-
gence of complex societies eight to ten thousand years
ago, has been accelerating rapidly in recent decades.35 For
example, witness the increasing structural complexity and
diversification of world’s major economies since the
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beginning of the industrial revolution. Economic ascen-
dancy is exemplified by the sequential layering of eco-
nomic structure as primary activities (agriculture and
resource extraction) gives way to manufacturing, and
manufacturing is succeeded by high-end service- and
knowledge-based industries. It is also characterized by the
emergence of specialty products and niche markets, par-
ticularly in larger centres (one doesn’t usually find design-
er boutiques and caviar shops in northern mining towns).
Meanwhile, the human population has twice doubled to
over six billion people since the beginning of the last cen-
tury and per capita incomes and material standards (mate-
rial consumption) have been rising exponentially since the
beginning of the industrial revolution. 

As is the case in ecosystems, the ascendancy of
economies is accompanied by a prodigious increase in dis-
sipative capacity.  Indeed, the evolution of the economy
since the beginning of the industrial revolution has been
propelled by the constantly expanding use of “exosomat-
ic” (outside the body) energy supplies, particularly fossil
fuels (a cumulative stock of essergy derived from ancient
photosynthesis).  By the early 1990s, this energy subsidy
amounted to 407.5 × 1015 Btu by a population of about
5.5 billion people.  “It is as if  every [person] in the world
had fifty slaves.  In a technologial society like the United
States, every person has more than 200 such ‘ghost slaves’”
[at an assumed working level of consumption of 4000 Btu
person-1 day-1]. So dependent is industrial society on
cheap fossil energy that some authors predict the decline
and collapse of civilization as supplies run out in coming
decades.36

Much of this exosomatic energy, along with increasing-
ly sophisticated methods of resource extraction, has been
used to exploit the rest of nature, to increase the human
“harvest” of everything from fish and logs to ground water
and petroleum itself. As a result, humans have become the
dominant consumer organism in virtually all the major
ecosystems types on earth.  In terms of bioenergy and
material flows, we are clearly the most significant marine
mammal.  Fossil energy and modern technology enables
the global fishing fleet to appropriate seafood for humans
that represents 25-35% of net marine primary productiv-
ity from shallow coastal shelves and estuaries, that 10% of
the oceans that produces 96% of the catchable fish.37

Despite diminishing returns to fishing effort, the collapse
of several major fisheries, and the unambiguous warnings
of fisheries scientists there is no evidence that the pattern
of exploitation is changing. Christensen et al.38 and Myers
and Worm39 report that after only fifty years of industrial
fishing, the large predatory fish biomass of the world’s
oceans is only about 10% of pre-industrial levels. 

Similarly, humans are the principal consumer in most
of the world’s significant terrestrial habitats, diverting
from grasslands and forests at least 40% of the products

of photosynthesis for direct and indirect human use.40,41

Consequently, by 1988 eleven percent of the 4400 extant
mammal species were endangered or critically endan-
gered, and a quarter of all mammal species were on a path
of decline which, if not halted, is likely to end in extinc-
tion.42 Meanwhile, increasing human populations and ris-
ing consumption levels maintain a subtle but steadily
increasing pressure even on long-settled landscapes.
McKee et al.43 suggest that human population growth
alone will increase the number of threatened species in the
average nation 7% by 2020, and 14% by 2050. Their data
thus strongly support the view that reducing human pop-
ulation growth is a necessary, if not sufficient, step in the
“epic” attempt to conserve biodiversity on the global
scale. 

The situation in the UK may be typical of densely pop-
ulated countries. Thomas et al.44 have recently shown that
“28% of native plant species have decreased in Britain
over the past 40 years, that 54% of native bird species
have decreased over 20 years, and that a majority of but-
terfly species (71% over ~20 years) has declined.” Two
butterfly species became totally extinct and population
extinctions were recorded in all the main ecosystems in
the country. The authors suggest that if insects elsewhere
are similarly sensitive, then insect extinction rates may
well parallel the known extinction rates of vertebrate and
plant species “strengthening the hypothesis that the bio-
logical world is approaching the sixth major extinction
event in its history.” This would, however, be the first
major extinction caused by the overwhelming domination
of a single life-form – humans have become a kind of eco-
logical plague on non-human biodiversity.

Is H. sapiens Inherently Unsustainable?

Reasoning that, for sustainability, humans should resem-
ble other “similar” species in key ecological parameters,
Fowler and Hobbs45 tested the hypothesis that H. sapiens
is “ecologically normal,” i.e., that humans fall within the
normal range of natural variation observed among such
species for a variety of ecologically relevant measures.
They found that humans rarely showed normal ecological
tendencies. In terms of population size, energy use, car-
bon dioxide emissions, biomass consumption and geo-
graphical range, humans differ from other species by
several orders of magnitude. Fisheries collapses and relat-
ed biodiversity losses are partially explained by the fact
that human consumption of biomass was two orders of
magnitude greater than the 95% confidence limits for
biomass ingestion by 96 other mammal species. In short,
Fowler and Hobbs’ analysis shows humanity to be an out-
lier species along many axes in terms of our exploitation
of life-support goods and services of nature. They ask
whether, in the circumstances, H. sapiens is sustainable.
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W.M. Hern46 argues that it presently is not. He likens
our species to a kind of planetary disease – the sum of
human activities over time “exhibits all four major charac-
teristics of a malignant process: rapid uncontrolled
growth; invasion and destruction of adjacent tissues
(ecosystems, in the case); metastasis (colonization and
urbanization, in this case); and dedifferentiation (loss of
distinctiveness in individual components)”. Recent
reports47 suggest that should these trends prevail, by 2030,
more than half of the world’s population will be concen-
trated mainly in coastal areas and cities, driving resource
consumption to even more unsustainable levels. Within a
century, the 11 billion people sharing the planet will have
encroached on the last vestiges of untouched nature ren-
dering most attempts at habitat rescue futile.48 Any
remaining wildlife preserves will be heavily human-influ-
enced. A distinct species of plant or animal disappears
every 20 minutes, and half of all bird and mammal species
will be lost within 200-300 years.49 Hern46 suggests we do
have one theoretical saving grace that might head off a
worst-case scenario. We can think and decide not to be a
cancer. 

All such findings and speculations are actually pre-
dictable outcomes of far-from-equilibrium thermody-
namics and the fact that the growing human enterprise is
a subsystem of the non-growing ecosphere. I have previ-
ously argued on these grounds that unsustainability is an
inevitable emergent property of the systemic interaction of
techno-industrial society and the complex systems
dynamics of the ecosphere.34 Like all species, H. sapiens
has a genetic predisposition to expand to fill all the eco-
logical space and use all the resources available to it.
However, unlike other species, humans have been able to
mitigate or eliminate many of the systemic negative feed-
back processes that normally hold populations in check.
As a result, our extraordinary evolutionary success in
terms of “maximum power,” has succeeded not only in
competitively displacing less effective and efficient
species, but also in depleting many other species and
resources upon which we may be dependent for our own
long-term survival. The expanding global economy is
quite literally dissipating the living ecosphere, putting the
future of our own species at risk.50 Marginal changes such
as increased efficiency and improved environmental legis-
lation may buy some time but don’t affect the fundamen-
tal process.

CAN ECONOMIC LOGIC MITIGATE BIO-
DIVERSITY LOSS AND RESOLVE THE
SUSTAINABILITY CRISIS?
Economists argue that one reason for humanity’s uninhib-
ited destruction of “the environment” is the very abun-
dance of nature. We naturally tend to undervalue any
resource so plentiful that is free for the taking. Economics

itself has long treated biophysical goods and life-support
services as “free goods” whose contribution to life-quality
is not accounted for in market prices. From this perspec-
tive, the ecological crisis reflects a fundamental economic
axiom: underpricing leads to over-use. 

There can be little question that the unpriced contri-
butions of nature to human welfare have historically not
been represented in markets and “are [therefore] often
given too little weight in policy decisions”.51 Pearce52

argues that the resultant “asymmetry of valuation” biases
the playing field against conservation because, absent
prices, the critical role of nature in sustaining the econo-
my is not reflected in either individual or social choices.
This example of classic market failure results in de-
structive policy decisions and inefficient economic
performance. 

Environmental economists53 have therefore joined the
(un)sustainability debate with a seemingly simple solu-
tion. With increasing ecological decay, the time has come
to place a dollar value on nature’s output – let prices tell
the truth. If market prices accurately reflect the true value
of the products of nature, then people will adjust their
preferences and purchasing patterns accordingly. Just the
right amount of current natural income will be consumed
and economic efficiency will have been achieved. 

The need felt need among economists to price “the
environment” implies a sense of impending scarcity, and
making sound decisions in a context of scarcity is suppos-
edly what economics is all about. In this context, econo-
mists view price as a powerful decision tool – it provides
an unambiguous criterion for individuals and communi-
ties to choose among mutually exclusive possibilities. We
would do well to keep in mind however, that the valua-
tion of nature represents the commodification of global
life support.54 As I have argued elsewhere,55 “This is wor-
risomely serious business. For the first time in human
history, it seems necessary to some to put a price on the
biophysical structures and functions that make higher life
possible on Earth”.

Most critically, assigning a price to something implies
the ability to compress a great deal of information about
that thing into a single indicator or metric.  In theory, this
compacted information should enable us to make “better
informed” decisions about the allocation of that thing
among competing interests or even determine its fate in
the event that it may have to be “traded off ” in some eco-
nomic development decision.52,56 In this light, and given
the risks associated with the destruction of global life sup-
port, if we are going to use money value as a decision cri-
terion, the price had better be right! 

Putting a Price on Biodiversity

Not long ago I attended an interdisciplinary workshop on
strategies for biodiversity conservation. The two econo-
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mists present couldn’t understand what all the fuss was
about. For them, biodiversity was simply not an issue.
Their paper was founded on two assertions of fact. First,
their data from so-called “genetic prospecting” suggested
that only about one in 10,000 species of plant/animals
show much promise of yielding a pharmaceutically inter-
esting product, i.e., something of economic value.
Second, the probability of any species going extinct as a
result of any particular development project (e.g., a green-
field industrial park) was virtually nil. The marginal value
of biodiversity losses associated with such a development
was therefore perishingly small – one ten-thousandth
times almost zero is a negligible number. Ergo, biodiver-
sity could be ignored as a factor in most development
decisions. 

The ecologists’ incredulity at these findings was palpa-
ble for the rest of the meeting but the form of economists’
analysis was paradigmatically true to their discipline. As
previously noted, economics is about money value at the
margin and about the expression of individual prefer-
ences. As Randall57 observes: “The ethical framework built
on this foundation is utilitarian, anthropocentric and
instrumentalist in the way it treats biodiversity [original
emphasis]. It is utilitarian in that things count to the
extent that people want them; anthropocentric, in that
humans are assigning the values; and instrumental, in that
biota is regarded as an instrument for human satis-
faction”.58

Environmental economists Pearce and Moran59 recog-
nize alternative perspectives – that species conservation is
a moral issue or that other species may have intrinsic
rights – but vigorously defend the utilitarian approach. In
their view, debating other perspectives “risks being rather
sterile from the standpoint of getting things done [original
emphasis]…in the real world context of making choices.”
This argument is based on the view that the moral per-
spective, or any stand based on the rights of other living
organisms (or even future generations of humans), lack
criteria for making rational choices among mutually
exclusive possibilities, even between different species or
biological resources. Is the malarial parasite to be accord-
ed the same inviolable status as the harpy eagle? Are both
species ever and always to be granted equivalence in the
sustainability debate?  And if not, on what basis do we
value one over the other? 

Pearce and Moran59 argue that human population
growth and economic growth are a fact (and who could
dispute this?); that biodiversity losses are inevitable in the
competition for limited ecological space (the entire previ-
ous section underscored this reality); and that uncomfort-
able choices must be made. At the very least, then, a
ranking criterion is required – if not everything can be
saved we need a non-arbitrary way to make policy deci-

sions. Under what circumstances should which species be
spared? In a passage likely to chill the blood of any con-
servationist, they also declare that: “This view is rein-
forced by the fact that the world is extremely unlikely to
devote major resources to biodiversity conservation. We
can argue that it should, but we know it will not”. (I
return to this telling assertion below.)

As already implied, the “ranking criterion” of choice is
monetary value. Money is the great leveller, the econo-
mists’ way of comparing apples to oranges. It assumes that
all things are essentially commensurable. From this per-
spective, monetary price is a necessary precondition for mak-
ing economically correct decisions. The neo-liberal
paradigm60 argues that if we know the money value of
some dimension of biodiversity, we have a rational basis
for deciding, for example, whether to sacrifice it for the
anticipated benefits of some development project.
Similarly, if there are several alternative ways of imple-
menting a project, differences among the biodiversity
“opportunity costs” associated with the various options
can help us to choose among them. In these ways, mone-
tary analysis of biodiversity losses might well contribute to
selecting the least social cost option for development. 

Contingency Valuation: Who Can Say What
Biodiversity is Worth?

Assuming for the moment that we can adequately ident-
ify and quantify anticipated biodiversity or losses on their
own terms (as might be required for an environmental
impact assessment, for example) the problem remains of
assigning a monetary value. In rare cases, the market may
actually provide a direct indication of perceived value as
when drug companies sign contracts with governments
for exploration rights and pay royalties, or when we have
an accounting of the tourist revenues associated with a
particularly attractive natural area.61 In other cases, it
might be possible to assign value based, at least in part, on
the market price of near substitutes. Suppose a small
number of moose are going to be lost to a micro hydro-
electric project.  Part of the value of this loss could be
based on the price of a similar quantity of dressed beef in
local supermarkets. More often than not, however, there
is no formal trade in the goods and services derived from
biodiversity. In these instances, economists rely on indi-
rect ways of assigning dollar values and determining user
preferences such as the travel cost method (e.g., how
much do people spend on travel and equipment to go
fishing?) or hedonic pricing (e.g., how much do the prices
of similar houses differ when one enjoys a spectacular
view lot or is close to some other nature-related amenity?).
However, by far the most common approach to eliciting
consumer values, particularly non-use values is “contin-
gent valuation.” 
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Contingent valuation (CV) usually involves the
administration of a questionnaire survey to a statistically
valid sample of people. The general objective is to deter-
mine how respondents would value a specified hypothet-
ical change in their individual welfare. For example, they
might be asked how much they would be willing to pay
(WTP) to rescue some specified attribute of the natural
environment from the threat of development.
Alternatively, they might be asked how much they would
be willing to accept (WTA) as compensation for the loss
of that attribute. Obviously, the way people respond to
such questions will involve elements of their personal per-
ception of use and non-use values of the resource in ques-
tion. It will also reflect their income or socio-economic
status. In any event: “For society, the net value of a pro-
posed change in resource allocation is the interpersonal
sum of WTP for those who stand to gain minus the inter-
personal sum of WTA for those who stand to lose as a
result of the change”.55

There are, however, many technical and behavioural
problems with CV approaches. Fischhoff62 asks whether
there is actually “anything in there”. In a particularly
detailed critique, Vatn and Bromley56 identify three major
problems associated with valuation, particularly by non-
experts:

• The Cognition Problem: The valid evaluation
of goods and services by individuals assumes
that people have perfect knowledge about all the
functions of those goods or services. However, in
the real world perfect knowledge is unattainable
and people are differentially selective in their
valuation of different known attributes of a
good. Some important qualities may be disre-
garded out of ignorance.

Perhaps most significant in the context of valu-
ing biodiversity is the fact that many contribu-
tions of species and ecosystems are essentially
beneath perception. They are cognitively “invis-
ible.” Vatn and Bromley56 describe such “func-
tionally transparency” to mean that “the precise
contribution of a functional element in the
ecosystem is not known – indeed is probably
unknowable – until it ceases to function”.
Problem: we cannot value what we cannot know.

A second cognitive problem is that most people
have difficulty in converting ecologically signifi-
cant attributes into monetary units for compar-
ison with other goods. For this reason, the CV
elicitation procedure used “may serve as a means
to construct preferences rather than merely
uncover them”.56

• The Incongruity Problem:  If the different
attributes of an ecologically significant good are
“incongruous,” or fundamentally at odds with
each other in the minds of assessors, then a sin-
gle measure such as hypothetical price will not
reflect all important information. As O’Neill63

puts it: “Different values are incommensurable;
there is no unit through which the different val-
ues to which appeal is made …can be placed
upon a common scale.” For example, some CV
methods may force people to conflate the worth
of an ordinary good such as fishing pleasure (use
value) with existence value or intrinsic value (the
right of salmon to live). Often people are intu-
itively put off at being asked, in effect, to com-
modify a moral principle. There are areas of
interest where “social norms restrict or reject the
commodity fiction”.56 

• The Composition Problem: According to Vatn
and Bromley,56 “the commoditization of envi-
ronmental goods [as reflected in CV studies] can
be looked upon as a product of the felt need to
value them. It is not immediately obvious to
many – other than economists – why it is neces-
sary to characterize environmental attributes this
way”. There are several dimensions to this prob-
lem. First, in a complex dynamic ecosystem, the
whole may actually be dependent on each of its
fundamental parts so that the value of any single
component cannot be understood independent
of the value of the whole. Second, in the same
complex systems framework, the value of indi-
vidual ecosystem components should not be
derived from their perceived uniqueness to
humans but rather from their functional
uniqueness in relation to the integrity of the
whole system containing them. Finally, the mar-
ket or “exchange value” of ordinary commodities
depends on the property that their valuable
attributes can be appropriated and controlled by
the buyer. Biodiversity and related ecological
goods and services hardly meet this test. Vatn
and Bromley56 suggest that the economist’s disci-
plinary need to create commodities where they
may not be thus encounters the possibility that
some ecological goods and services may be tech-
nically impossible to price.64

Vatn and Bromley56 summarize their reservations about
CV studies in one simple but fundamental point: “Efforts
to derive hypothetical values for the complex and interre-
lated attributes of the environment… result in a non-triv-
ial loss of information”. The failure to reflect potentially
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critical information means that attributes of nature,
including biodiversity, will almost invariably be underval-
ued in any decisions based on the outcome of contingency
valuation. Indeed, the inability to assign a valid money
value to ecosystems goods and services strips pricing of
much of its legitimacy and policy relevance. Contrary to
Pearce and Moran,59 Vatn and Bromley56 conclude that
the economic pricing of nature’s goods and services “is
neither necessary nor sufficient for coherent and consistent
choices about the environment” (original emphasis).
O’Neill63 agrees, arguing the very idea money can be used
to measure and compare values that are essentially incom-
mensurable is mistaken. “Given the conflicts [among dif-
ferent values] there is no substitute for good practical
judgement that is informed by debate amongst practition-
ers and citizens”.

Benefit/Cost Analysis: Light – and Ultimate Darkness

The intractability of the pricing problem as applied to
ecosystems values throws a dark shadow over benefit-cost
analysis (BCA). And there are other shadows – as Lave
and Gruenspecht65 observe: “The problem with BCA in
both theory and practice seems overwhelming yet econo-
mists continue to regard BCA as the definitive tool in
making public decisions”.

As noted earlier, the main strength of the benefit-cost
framework is its apparent conceptual simplicity and trans-
parency. However, in recent decades, the theoretical foun-
dations of BCA have been eroded by modern moral
philosophers and even some economists reject its eco-
nomic assumptions.  In practice, critical data – such as the
monetary value of nature’s goods and services – are miss-
ing or invalid; the method over-emphasizes economic effi-
ciency while ignoring distributional equity (there may be
little overlap between who benefits and who pays),
including intergenerational equity (setting appropriate
discount rates is problematic); agencies typically provide
insufficient time and resources for an exhaustive analysis,
and practitioners may be directed to justify a particular
outcome or are simply biased by their own beliefs and
prejudices. Lave and Gruenspecht65 conclude that: “The
difficulties with missing data, uncertainty, and [too few
resources] combine with the theoretical difficulties to
make ineffectual any serious claim that an applied study
produces an optimal or theoretically justified outcome”.
In short, BCA is an unreliable tool for determining the
true net worth of even isolated projects (and will ever
remain a mere idealized construct in contemplating the
optimal scale of the economy).

Conceding that the method produces less than optimal
results, BCA’s defenders argue that society should not
make multi-million dollar decisions without having as
much information as possible with which to compare pol-

icy alternatives. Moreover, the application of BCA may
force new questions to the surface, identify significant
data gaps that may yield to further research, expose social
and institutional flaws in our public decision-making
processes, and reveal how people perceive out-of-the-ordi-
nary dimensions of life. 

Certainly these incidental benefits of BCA are poten-
tially valuable and can make useful contributions to proj-
ect decisions. But the real danger lies in getting caught up
in the doing of the BC analysis, in being blinded to its
flaws and ultimately in taking its results as accurately
reflecting biophysical reality. In these circumstances the
analysts would certainly be guilty of what Ehrlich and
Daily7 call “‘crackpot rigor’ (detailed mathematical analy-
sis of an intractable problem) or ‘suboptimization’ (doing
in the best way possible something that should not be
done at all)”.66 For all these reasons, many people will be
relieved that at least in the case of publicly-owned natural
capital, “the most fundamental environmental choices
will continue to be made without prices – and without
apologies”.56

Does It Matter that We Can’t Price Nature?

Recall that the purpose of economic valuation is to con-
dense all relevant information about natural assets into a
single metric and thus correct the “asymmetry of valua-
tion” that has heretofore biased decision-makers against
the environment. Environmentalists hope that better
accounting for nature’s goods and services will favour con-
servation. If we know the value of nature’s goods and serv-
ices, we might not destroy them heedlessly. At the least,
full cost accounting should favour less ecologically
destructive development options. The foregoing discus-
sion shows, however, that despite the best of motives and
intentions of economic analysts, it is simply not possible
accurately to price biodiversity or many other ecosystems
values. But let’s stop for a moment: does this really matter
over the longer term? Suppose things were different, that
we could accurately monetize any attribute of nature.
Would it really make much difference to the decision
process in a world dedicated to economic growth?

The unavoidable answer in many situations is, “proba-
bly not”. The purpose of monetization is to provide a
common measure of worth that will allow direct compar-
isons between the value of biodiversity and certain mutu-
ally exclusive options. But, as previously noted, humans
are necessarily anthropocentric and the world has increas-
ingly adopted a utilitarian and instrumentalist attitude
toward nature. In this context, “The sad fact that few con-
servationists care to face is that many species, perhaps
most, do not seem to have any conventional [economic]
value at all, even hidden [unpriced] conventional value”.11

This means that for many ordinary development deci-
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sions, the present value of anticipated economic gains will
exceed the total of all use and intrinsic values of biodiver-
sity sacrificed by the development. Whenever the margin-
al gain from depleting nature exceeds the value of saving
it, people – acting rationally – will choose depletion.67

This is particularly true in the case of “open access”
(unowned and poorly regulated) resources such as many
fish stocks, where the benefits of exploitation accrue to a
few individuals but the costs are shared by society at
large.68 In these circumstances, individuals have an incen-
tive to over-exploit natural bio-resources even if the total
social costs exceed their private gain. This problem even
extends to land reserves ostensibly set aside for conserva-
tion purpose. Poaching is a growing problem in game and
ecological reserves in Africa and other parts of the world,
as sometimes desperate people exploit resident wildlife for
their own subsistence or for the bushmeat trade.69 Even in
wealthy Canada, our better known national parks such as
Banff and Jasper are under constant pressure from private
hotel, ski-hill and related facilities developers wishing to
cash in on the revenues generated by the very aesthetic
and wildlife attributes that their operations jeopardize. 

Some economists have suggested that the solution to
the open access problem is the privatization of nature on
grounds that the owners of private property have a direct
incentive conserve their productive capital. But as Clark70

famously showed, private ownership of valuable but slow-
ly reproducing species is no guarantee that said
“resources” will be carefully husbanded. Consider the
choices available to the private owners of a whale stock or
perhaps a forested area with a high biodiversity index.
Such natural capital assets may have a reproductive /
growth rate in the vicinity of two or three percent per year
which thus defines the sustainable harvest (natural
income) rate. However: “With normal rates of return on
investment in the neighbourhood of 10%, the ‘optimal’
strategy for the whalers [would be] to simply wipe out the
whales and invest the proceeds elsewhere”.71

The problem here is rooted is the discount rate (which
measures consumers’ “time preference”). The whales or
the forest would return only two or three percent of their
capital value annually to their owners if harvested sustain-
ably, and much of that return would be absorbed in the
cost of the yearly harvest. However, if the owners liquidate
the entire stock immediately they could enjoy an annual
income of 10% of the capital value (minus a one-time
harvest cost) in perpetuity. Clearly any rational self-inter-
ested utility maximizer would choose to extinguish his
stock of natural capital rather than conserve it intact. So
much for market valuation as a shield for biodiversity.

Finally, it might be argued that as “nature” becomes
scarcer with human population growth, rising material
demand or ecosystem collapse, the existence value and
intrinsic worth of remaining biodiversity will increase to

its advantage – i.e., the incentive for conservation will
increase. To the extent that this slows biodiversity loss it is
a point for money pricing. However, at least some of the
immediate use or exchange values will also increase with
scarcity, perhaps faster than any conservation values.72 If
this happens, the rising scarcity value of ecosystems goods
and services is no assurance of protection and may even
accelerate resource depletion (see the section on globaliza-
tion and trade below). Once again, “…extinction may
occur no matter what the price response”.8 

To summarize, and to the dismay of all those conserva-
tionists who have joined the valuation bandwagon in the
hope it would play a preservationist tune, pure economic
reasoning generally resonates more with the prevailing
symphony of destruction. Recall Pearce and Moran’s59

assertion that “…the world is extremely unlikely to devote
major resources to biodiversity conservation”. In effect,
this is an argument that, absent a crisis, the perceived
value of biodiversity is likely always to be less than the
measurable value of development. This effectively under-
mines Pearce and Moran’s59 own argument for pricing bio-
diversity – the valuation exercise becomes a mere
formality that turns against biodiversity by rationalizing
its destruction.

From “Safe Minimum Standards” to “Strong
Sustainability”

Since econometric approaches do not necessarily conserve
nature, some analysts have proposed alternatives compat-
ible with moral or duty-based considerations. For exam-
ple, Randall9 argues that if we assume humans should
make at least some sacrifice for biodiversity, then we
should support a “safe minimum standard” (SMS) for
conservation. This would entail preservation of a “suffi-
cient area of habitat… to ensure the survival of each
unique species, sub-species or ecosystem, unless the costs of
doing so are intolerably high” (emphasis added). 

The SMS approach clearly shifts the burden of proof
“to the case against maintaining the SMS” and accepts the
risk “that the costs of preservation may fall disproportion-
ately on present generations and the benefits on future
generations”.59 Nevertheless, Randall9,57 also makes clear
that the SMS does not demand unlimited sacrifice by
people: human claims trump those of other species if the
opportunity costs of conservation are deemed excessive.
Once again, in the context of growth-induced scarcity
humans will always win at nature’s expense. 

Many authors, particularly those writing from the per-
spective of ecological economics, argue that irreducible
uncertainty favours a much more cautious approach to
the destruction of biodiversity than is provided by the
SMS.73 Ecological economics recognizes the limits to
growth74 and argues the need for humanity to work
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toward a “steady-state”75 economy. This implies there is an
optimal scale for aggregate human economic activity
characterized by a constant safe level of energy and mate-
rial throughput. 

The model argues that before we reach a crisis point of
no return, global society should adopt a strong
sustainability criterion in which both renewable natural
capital and manufactured capital are held intact.76 Since
economic analysis cannot identify the crisis point, we will
have to rely on scientific data, debate and seasoned judg-
ment to make the call. The most risk-averse version of the
so-called “constant capital stocks” criterion can be stated
as follows:

Each generation should inherit an adequate
per capita physical stock of both manufac-
tured and self-producing natural assets no less
than the stock of such assets inherited by the
previous generation.77

Note that, far from depleting biodiversity, this criterion
suggests that if the human population increases, so too
should the natural capital base that produces our natural
income of life-support goods and services. 

The argument for constant biophysical stocks is con-
ceptually simple: The prevailing system of costs, prices,
and market incentives fails absolutely to measure ecologi-
cal scarcity (particularly functional scarcity) or to deter-
mine the appropriate levels of natural capital stocks.
Prevailing trends, however, suggest that the economy’s
“dissipative” activities are already undermining the func-
tional integrity of major ecosystems.  Since certain critical
natural assets maintain the life-support functions of the
ecosphere, the risks associated with their depletion are
unacceptable, and there may be no possibility for techno-
logical substitution, “conserving [at least] what there is
could be a sound risk-averse strategy”.78

Because its effect would be to preserve remaining bio-
diversity, the constant natural capital stocks criterion is
seemingly more eco-centric than the SMS approach. In
fact, however, it is really just a more sophisticated self-
serving utilitarian argument, at best a form of ecological-
ly enlightened self-interest. Even so, there is virtually no
political or popular support for such a fail-safe approach
among contemporary growth-oriented governments or
“official” international organizations. 

Globalization and the Biodiversity Costs of “Free”
Trade

During [the 20th] Century, world agriculture
has been transformed from a patchwork quilt
of nearly independent regions to a global
exchange economy. This change in social

organization also contributes to the loss of
diversity.79

Off the remote north-east coast of Borneo, a
Malaysian patrol vessel hailed a suspicious
looking trawler last week. When marine
police boarded, they found a catch of 160
dead giant leatherback turtles, the most
endangered of all sea turtles. The poachers,
who had poisoned the waters with cyanide,
came from China’s southern province of
Hainan, more than 1,000 miles away.80

Myanmar [is] mired in a deforestation crisis:
China’s appetite for foreign timber has the
country’s forests disappearing at an alarming
rate.81

I have already suggested that economic growth is the
proximal cause of much biodiversity loss. Unfortunately,
from the perspective of conservation, unimpeded growth
is the unchallenged goal of global development theory.
Indeed: “In recent years the governing elites of the market
democracies have persuaded or cajoled virtually the entire
world to adopt a common myth of uncommon power. All
major national governments and mainstream internation-
al agencies are united in a vision of global development
and poverty alleviation centred on unlimited economic
expansion fuelled by open markets and more liberalized
trade”.34 In this section I advance the hypothesis that glob-
alization and trade may well pose the single greatest threat
to biodiversity today. 

On an infinite planet untrammelled trade might be an
unqualified good. Even on tiny Earth, managed trade in
the context of a steady state economy could improve
everyone’s quality of life without seriously impairing eco-
logical integrity or biodiversity. Unfortunately, the growth
ethic and prevailing economic logic give no quarter to the
fact that the earth is actually both finite and fragile. 

According to conventional trade theory (and common
understanding), freer trade should be mutually beneficial
to all trading partners.82 Trade can relieve local shortages –
thus seeming to increase local carrying capacity83 – and
catalyze growth at both ends of the trading relationship.
Theory suggests that if each country specializes in those
few goods or commodities in which it has a comparative
advantage and trades for everything else, the world should
be able to maximize gross material efficiency. Access to
cheap resources and labour, together with economies of
scale, results in lower prices. This encourages higher
consumption and therefore increases total output. Since
trade raises overall production/consumption and also
increases the variety of goods and services available to all
trading partners, it could potentially raise material stan-
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dards for everyone. Little wonder that more liberal trade
is a mainstay of contemporary globalization strategies.

With all this going for it, what can possibly be wrong
with trade? From the perspective of sustainability and bio-
conservation, the yellow flags should be obvious.84 As
noted, and consistent with the growth ethic, the objec-
tives of more liberal trade are to relieve resource con-
straints on local economic expansion and to increase
overall economic output. These factors allow population
and material growth within all trading regions to be sus-
tained beyond local biophysical limits that would exist in
the absence of trade and they stimulate increased global
demand for resource commodities of all kinds. To put this
in terms of our earlier discussion, unconstrained trade is
specifically intended to elevate the human enterprise fur-
ther from thermodynamic equilibrium. But this both
requires even deeper human incursions into remaining
patches of natural habitat (displacing non-human species)
and permanently increases the overall dissipative pressure
on biophysical resources. There is simply no way around
this problem – as previously argued, the second law is
inviolable and the human enterprise is a dependent whol-
ly contained sub-system of the ecosphere.

The mechanisms by which widening trade circles
wreak their impacts on biodiversity can permanently
transform both ecological and social systems. Consider
the effect of specialization, which, by definition, implies
the simplification of regional/national economies. In tra-
ditional bio-diverse agro-ecosystems, farmers often inter-
mixed many varieties of the same crop, and different
crops, in the same fields, or planted many crops at differ-
ent times and in different places. This not only provided
a natural method of pest control, but helped achieve a
dependable food supply – “average production from year
to year varied little because of the law of large numbers”.85

By contrast, the integration of local crop production
into producer-competitive global markets generally
requires uniform, materially intensive (high-input) pro-
duction methods. This has many deleterious effects on
several levels of biodiversity. The most obvious involves
the increasingly universal use of relatively few commercial
crop varieties. Traditional varieties – often exquisitely and
differentially adapted to local natural conditions – are giv-
ing way all over the world to a handful of commercially
acceptable cultivars bred or engineered to respond best to
increasingly uniform artificial inputs. These chemical
inputs then produce their own negative effects. Excess
reliance on fertilizers accelerates soil degradation includ-
ing the destruction of the micro-flora and micro-fauna
that comprise the majority of species in most ecosystems;
the abuse of chemical biocides reduces the diversity and
abundance not only of target pests (usually insects and
weeds) but also of non-target organisms in several unrelat-
ed taxa, including birds and mammals. “Cropping” natu-

ral forests can have similar impacts. For example, clearcut
logging in old growth forests may reduce soil biodiversity
from thousands to hundreds or tens of species per square
metre, with serious consequences for recovery. The result-
ant loss of vital mycorrhizal fungi is known to limit the
success of even low-diversity plantation-oriented refor-
estation efforts.86 The bottom line? Genetic, species, and
population diversity are all negatively affected by trade-
induced ecosystem simplification.

The compulsion to trade can also dramatically alter
human behaviour by shifting the perceived value of vari-
ous goods and services of nature. Economists distinguish
between the “use value” and the “exchange value” of any
good. Use value is the utility or enjoyment one experi-
ences in using or consuming a good. The exchange value
is the money price one could get for that good by selling
it in the marketplace. Many local renewable resources
such as fish stocks or forests would never be jeopardized if
used only to supply the use-related needs of resident pop-
ulations. However, once people begin to exploit the
exchange value of a good in the marketplace, the poten-
tial for ecological damage looms large.87

The point is that the globalization of trade encourages
people everywhere to market “surplus” local resources and
use the income to purchase manufactured goods or other
things not available (or available only at greater cost) from
the local economy. Indeed, international development is
frequently based on an “export-led” development model.
As described above, countries are encouraged to maximize
their incomes by specializing in those crops or products
for which they have a natural comparative advantage and
use the income to import things they cannot produce at
home (Canada produces lumber and wheat; Costa Rica,
bananas). 

The potential for massive ecological damage – includ-
ing accelerated biodiversity loss – from trade is truly a
modern problem. In pre-industrial times, trade was limit-
ed. Most countries and even smaller communities could
produce most of their own limited material needs.
However, the increasing sophistication and diversification
of the globalizing economy means that virtually no region
or country has the necessary population, human skills or
resources to maintain the “good life” on its own.
(Consider the explosion of high-tech consumer goods,
many unheard of just a few decades ago – autos, comput-
ers, cell-phones, home entertainment systems, household
appliances, etc. – that are now deemed necessities of mod-
ern life.)  Most modern countries and regions are there-
fore essentially forced to trade and, naturally enough, the
ecological effects are often greatest on biodiversity-rich
developing countries. The latter have to export large
quantities of resources to finance their imports of the
expensive manufactured goods now required to satisfy
their citizens’ ever-rising material wants. 
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Both Low Prices and High Prices Can Be a Threat to
Biodiversity

One result is that trade in agricultural and resource com-
modities has become a defining characteristic of global
techno-industrial society. The problem for many
resource-based communities and countries is that in an
expanding, increasingly competitive global marketplace,
the prices of many resource commodities have been stag-
nant or falling. (This is partly because there are often
many competing suppliers of particular commodities but
the few large multi-national trading conglomerates con-
stitute a near-monopoly of buyers.) By contrast, the ever-
increasing array of sophisticated manufactured products
made from those resources command top dollar in world
markets. Of course, for solvency, the value of exports
must be at least equal to the value of exports – plus the
extra cash needed to pay off the export development loan
– but this is made more difficult by deteriorating terms of
trade. Faced with heavy debt loads and falling prices,
resource exporters must ship an increasing volume of
unprocessed resources to finance their loans and pay for
imported high-end manufactured goods and services. In
many cases, despite rising harvest or depletion rates, eco-
nomic margins continue to decline and resource exporters
have reduced capacity to manage their natural capital
stocks sustainably. In the short-term, low commodity
prices resulting from unfavourable terms of trade and
global competition may delight resource importers and
ultimately consumers. However, low prices also encourage
wasteful consumption that further accelerates natural cap-
ital depletion and biodiversity losses.  

Ironically, biodiversity may also be threatened by eco-
nomic behaviour induced by rising prices. The mere pos-
sibility of world trade exposes pockets of scarce resources
everywhere to the largest possible market and a growing
pool of wealthy consumers for whom price is no object.
Competition among consumers may bid up the market
price for highly valued species thus encouraging ever-
greater harvest rates as local people respond to rising
exchange values. One result is that wildlife poaching for
trade is now said to be the world’s second most important
illegal economic activity after the trade in illicit drugs.

The economic boom in populous China provides sev-
eral examples of this modern problem. Recent reports
reveal that: “Thrilled by the wider choice of food that
wealth brings, Chinese people are now consuming the
country’s beleaguered wildlife at rapid rate… Highly
endangered species, such as the Tibetan antelope, called
the chiru, have started to appear on Shanghai restaurant
menus”.88 Moreover, the opening of trade between China
and the countries of Southeast Asia is draining wildlife
from the surrounding countries. When trade with China
opened up, wildlife “harvesting” boomed in Vietnam.

People found they could get high prices for certain ani-
mals – as much as $1000 for individuals of one species of
turtle, Cuora trifasciata, the three-striped box turtle,
believed in China to cure cancer. (As many as 12 million
turtles may be sold in China every year.) While wildlife
still commonly shows up on local restaurant menus in
Vietnam, the effects of local commerce in game are noth-
ing like the impact of trade with China. The trade has
spread even to remote areas, where local people collect
wildlife, then sell it to brokers, who in turn sell the ani-
mals to the China trade. This unregulated trade is having
a noticeable impact on Vietnam’s biodiversity.89

Even Canada’s wildlife is being impacted by burgeon-
ing global markets for illicit wildlife products. For exam-
ple, the incidence of poaching on British Columbia’s
black bear population (along with other bear populations
in the Pacific Northwest) has risen sharply in response to
Chinese and other Asian markets demand for bear paws
and gall bladders for “medicinal” purposes. 

The increase in human depredation due to trade
opportunities may push some slowly reproducing animals
– and plants – closer to population or even species extinc-
tion. This is a particular danger if the species in question
roams free in the unregulated global commons, accessible
to any and all human hunters in pursuit of economic
gain. McDaniel and Gowdy8 describe several cases where
prices, even in conventional markets, jeopardize or, at
best, provide no protection to “open access” biological
resources. In the contemporary case of Atlantic bluefin
tuna, demand and market price have increased much
faster than the costs of fishing, despite the declining stock.
A single fresh bluefin fetches tens of thousands of dollars
and the price of tuna just keeps rising. Fishers therefore
actually have an escalating economic incentive to contin-
ue the hunt, possibly to the last fish. 

By contrast, 19th century market prices for North
American bison products and for the once super-abun-
dant passenger pigeon rose only insignificantly as their
respective populations plunged. Again, markets provided
no incentive for conservation even toward the end. The
passenger pigeon was extirpated and the few hundred
bison that were saved owed their good fortune to the
determined efforts of conservationists. 

The historic human tendency to ravage the common
pool for personal gain led Ophuls and Boyan90 to observe
that we may ultimately be propelled to the brink of eco-
logical chaos “not so much by the evil acts of selfish peo-
ple as by the everyday acts of ordinary people whose
behavior is dominated, usually unconsciously, by the
remorseless self-destructive logic of the commons.” This
reinforces our more general premise that conventional
economic reasoning and behaviour reinforce humanity’s
inherent tendency toward unsustainability. Globalization
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simply takes humanity’s historic conflict with non-human
nature to a whole new level of intensity. 

EPILOGUE: WHILE WE’RE SPECULATING…
This paper presents a bleak prognosis of prospects for
sustainability and biodiversity conservation. The dynam-
ics of the problem are complex but the basic argument is
not hard to follow: 

• Like all other species, H. sapiens has an innate
biological imperative to expand into all available
habitats. However, our capacity for language
and technology make us more successful at this
that any other large vertebrate. 

• Humans have always had to use other species of
animals and plants to survive. Indeed, we could
not exist without biodiversity and other forms of
“natural capital.” Nevertheless:

• Human evolution has endowed us with no inhi-
bitions against extirpating other species or destroy-
ing our own habitats. Consistent with this:

• Contemporary economic logic is based on a self-
serving utilitarian ethic. All of this is problem-
atic because:

• Material economic growth dissipates energy and
material gradients (resources) found in nature.
In effect, the economy feeds on the ecosphere.

• The human enterprise is an open growing sub-
system of the materially closed non-growing
ecosphere. 

• The continuous growth of the human enterprise
therefore necessarily compromises the integrity
of the ecosphere, including biodiversity. 

• We are unable to price biodiversity to reflect the
full social value of its life-sustaining structure
and functions. Markets are therefore incapable
of signalling potentially disastrous ecological
scarcity.

• In a growing economy, biodiversity is almost
invariably traded-off in favour of economic con-
siderations, this despite the fact that:

• Sustainability may depend on maintaining con-
stant stocks of natural capital, including species,
populations and ecosystems. Meanwhile:

• Our innate expansionist tendencies are currently
being reinforced by the cultural myth of unlim-
ited economic growth currently being abetted by
globalization and trade. 

• The rate of biodiversity loss is therefore increas-
ing unchecked.

Even this bare-bones summary makes clear that an ever-
expanding human economy is fundamentally incompati-
ble with sustainability, particularly the conservation of
biodiversity. It is also evident why, in many circumstances,
efforts to price biodiversity in the public domain will pro-
vide little support for conservation. In any event, price
signals in open markets may actually encourage the liqui-
dation of even privately held stocks of “natural capital.” In
sum, contemporary economic logic and behaviour are
simply  unreliable allies in the quest for biodiversity con-
servation and sustainability. 

The obvious conclusion is that achieving sustainability
will require other than a strictly economic rationale. As
McDaniel and Gowdy8 argue: “Until we move from
econocentric resource management to a policy whose
[explicit] goal is the preservation of ecosystem integrity,
biological resources will continue to be degraded”. This
argument recognizes that the only way biodiversity can be
conserved is if we accord it trump status among moral
principles.91 Biodiversity must stand above all other con-
siderations.

But this presents an immediate problem. As Randall9

emphasizes: “Surely many would argue that enhancing
the life prospects of the worst-off people has moral force
at least as powerful as that of protecting biodiversity”. In
this light, “…pre-eminent value status for bio-
diversity…is unlikely to survive scrutiny, given the pow-
erful appeal of many other candidates”.  Are we therefore
condemned to a continuous loop, forced back to using
faulty evaluation techniques to attempt “least-cost” trade-
offs of biodiversity against human interests? 

Perhaps for a time we are, but there is a potential way
out. The world community would “merely” have to give
up on population and economic growth before the pres-
sures on biodiversity are irreversibly fatal. We have seen
throughout this discussion that the bane of biodiversity is
humanity’s innate expansionism as now reflected in
neoliberal growth economics. Remove this force and the
tension between humans and the rest of nature disap-
pears. Biodiversity would not have to trump other human
interests – in the absence of growth pressure the two could
coexist (as they still do in some places on the planet).92 It
would be relatively easy to establish a constant natural
capital stocks rule. In most of the world, people are
already living in remnant ecosystems but there is suffi-
cient biodiversity left on Earth to stabilize the global sys-
tem and perhaps begin the long-term restoration of
biological integrity.

Giving up on growth should not be as difficult as it
first appears. In most wealthy countries there is virtually
no natural population growth and economic growth is a
mere addiction, necessary to neither individual nor popu-
lation health. Indeed, there is much evidence that human
well-being is no longer correlated with income growth in
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the developed world and in some countries the relation-
ship is negative.93 Self-interested intelligent people would
yield to these data and work to begin the transition to a
steady-state economy.94 Indeed, given present levels of
wasteful consumption, steady-state levels of throughput
could be substantially lower than current levels with no
loss of life-quality. This would free up ecological space to
meet the needs of the planet’s worst-off and, over-time,
reduce the pressure on biodiversity. 

While we’re contemplating revolutionary changes it
wouldn’t hurt to wonder whether modern humans can
learn to love the non-human world, to come to feel in
their bones that the violation of nature is a violation of
self. Humans preserve only what they love (and they cer-
tainly do not normally subject the things they truly love
to market forces). Even an acquired sense of biophilia
would greatly reduce the economic pressures on biodiver-
sity particularly if it were part of a generally more life-sus-
taining and spiritually satisfying life-style than most of us
enjoy today. 

There seems to be consensus that the human enterprise
is currently unsustainable – the debate is about alternative
paths to ecological security. Can we get away with fine-
tuning the global economy or does the problem demand
a more radical “paradigm shift”? David Pearce10 once
argued that the economic valuation approach to biodiver-
sity “does not deny other rationales for [conservation]...
Yet it may be unnecessary to resort to such moral argu-
ments. Economic arguments alone could well be suffi-
cient to justify a dramatic reduction in [biodiversity
loss]”. Well, perhaps in some situations, but not for long
in a world committed to continuous material growth. 

In these circumstances, we may well be justified in
arguing that a shift to steady-state thinking75,92 and ethics-
based approaches are necessary,95 and possibly even suffi-
cient, for sustainability. This would not deny the
economic rationale, yet, with a more balanced system of
values, it might not be necessary to resort to crude eco-
nomic analyses. Ethical and moral arguments alone would
be sufficient to halt the arbitrary destruction of biodiver-
sity. (And the question of how to commodify the living
world would never come up.)
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On this once verdant planet called Earth
Of big-brained folk there’s no dearth
But they talk conservation
Without reservation
While trashing the place of their birth.

At its meeting in old County Clare
The IFAW did loudly declare
That a world sustainable
Is not attainable
If there’s no wildlife there.

The GDPs up in the zillions
While life forms die off by the millions
There’s just one conclusion
The money’s illusion
(And there’s too many people by billions!)

A Triptych of Limerick
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